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When people should go to the books stores, search start by shop,
shelf by shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we provide
the ebook compilations in this website. It will no question ease you
to look guide The Incal Vol 1 The Black Incal as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be all best place within net connections.
If you try to download and install the The Incal Vol 1 The Black
Incal, it is very simple then, past currently we extend the associate to
buy and create bargains to download and install The Incal Vol 1 The

Black Incal suitably simple!

The New Dream Aug 26 2022 A mysterious metallic virus has
devastated the immense City-Shaft, and John Difool is going to have
to once again transform himself into humanity’s improbable savior!
Psycho Anarchist Nov 17 2021 The adventures of a young John
Difool before he became the most famous Sci-Fi anti-hero.
The Incal Feb 20 2022 Moebius' and Alejandro Jodorowsky's Sci-Fi
masterpiece collected in one epic volume. Lose yourself in the in the
story that inspired many legendary filmakers including George
Lucas and Ridley Scott. John Difool, a low-class detective in a
degenerate dystopian world, finds his life turned upside down when
he discovers an ancient, mystical artifact called "The Incal."
Difool’s adventures will bring him into conflict with the galaxy’s
greatest warrior, the Metabaron, and will pit him against the
awesome powers of the Technopope. These encounters and many
more make up a tale of comic and cosmic proportions that has
Difool fighting for not only his very survival, but also the survival
of the entire universe.
Luz De Garra Apr 10 2021 Jodorowsky and Mœbius’s
internationally bestselling Sci-Fi saga THE INCAL comes to its
phenomenal finale!
Moebius Library: The World of Edena Oct 04 2020 Working closely
with Moebius Productions in France, Dark Horse is putting the work
of a master storyteller back in print--with some material in English
for the first time! Stel and Atan are interstellar investigators trying
to find a lost space station and its crew. When they discover the
mythical paradise planet Edena, their lives are changed forever. The
long out-of-print Edena Cycle from Moebius gets a deluxe
hardcover treatment! Moebius's World of Edena story arc is
comprised of five chapters--Upon a Star, Gardens of Edena, The
Goddess, Stel, and Sra--which are all collected here. A storyboard

artist and designer (Alien, Tron, The Fifth Element, among many
others) as well as comic book master, Moebius's work has
influenced creators in countless fields. “Moebius is a master
draftsman, a superb artist, and more—his vision is original and
strong.” —George Lucas
The Incal - The Incal Omnibus Vol. 1-6 - Digital Omnibus Sep
27 2022 The Sci-Fi masterpiece by Moebius and Jodorowsky about
the tribulations of the shabby detective John Difool as he searches
for the precious and coveted Incal.
Incal Mar 21 2022
Class "R" Detective Jun 12 2021 The adventures of a young John
Difool before he became the most famous Sci-Fi anti-hero.
Carthago Vol.1 Sep 22 2019 The megalodon, the prehistoric
ancestor of the great white shark was the most ferocious predator of
the seas, an 80 foot killing machine extinct for millions of years…
But when divers drilling in an underwater cave are attacked by this
living fossil, oceanographer Kim Melville discovers that this
creature may not only have survived, but thrived, and is reclaiming
its place at the top of the food chain.
Othon Sep 15 2021 A grand scale space opera about family,
sacrifice, and survival told within an immense universe, both in
scope and originality.
Vhisky, SPV, and Homeo-Whores Nov 05 2020 The adventures of a
young John Difool before he became the most famous Sci-Fi antihero.
Suicide Alley May 31 2020 The adventures of a young John Difool
before he became the most famous Sci-Fi anti-hero.
L'incal noir Dec 06 2020 En 2011, le classique de Moebius et
Jodorowsky enfin restauré dans ses couleurs d’origine va reparaître
en tomes séparés.
The Flash: Rebirth Jun 19 2019 Geoff Johns and Ethan Van
Sciver, the writer/artist team behind the blockbuster GREEN
LANTERN: REBIRTH and THE SINESTRO CORPS WAR, create

an explosive, jaw-dropping epic that reintroduces Barry Allen as
The Flash in this volume collecting the fast-paced 6-issue
miniseries. But how will this greatest of all Flashes find his place in
the twenty-first century?
The Incal: #2. John Difool, class "R" detective Jul 13 2021 The
Complete adventures of John Difool continue as the investigation
into the mysterious birth rate in the Red Ring continues. In this
volume, John stumbles across several overwhelming obstacles
including the involvement of the Prez, the robocops, and the Techno
pope in a grand conspiracy, becoming a professional detective and
falling in love. If all of this wasn't enough, this volume of the series
also features tons of actions and the deaths of several characters. A
must-read chapter in one of the most acclaimed sci-fi stories in the
world.
Final Incal Apr 22 2022 Lowly class ‘R’ detective John Difool and
his faithful companion, Deepo, are unwillingly hurled into yet
another universe-saving mission, as their world is faced with the
threat of an all-devouring metallic virus. Visionary storyteller
Jodorowsky returns to the epic mythology he created with the late
Mœbius in the early 80s. For the conclusion of the legendary
spiritual space adventure series, he partners with Eisner-winning
artist Ladrönn.
What Lies Beneath Jul 25 2022 The Sci-Fi masterpiece by
Moebius and Jodorowsky about the tribulations of the shabby
detective John Difool as he searches for the precious and coveted
Incal.
Humanoids Presents - The Jodoverse Mar 09 2021 A peek into
the mind-blowing works of Alexandro Jodorowsky!
The Four John Difools May 23 2022 Jodorowsky and Mœbius’s
internationally bestselling Sci-Fi saga THE INCAL comes to its
phenomenal finale!
Angel Claws Jan 27 2020 In "Angel Claws," frequent collaborators
Alexandro Jodorowsky and Moebius ("The Incal," "The Eyes of the

Cat") indulge their naughtier sides as they describe a young
woman’s quest for sexual awakening. Suggestive eroticism quickly
evolves to metaphysical delirium.
The Luminous Incal Jun 24 2022 The Sci-Fi masterpiece by
Moebius and Jodorowsky about the tribulations of the shabby
detective John Difool as he searches for the precious and coveted
Incal.
Madwoman of the Sacred Heart #1 Nov 24 2019 The comedic
and ironic misadventures of a confused Philosophy professor on the
path to spiritual awakening. PUBLICATION IN 3 VOLUMES COMPLETED SERIES Alan Mangel has it all. As a popular
Philosophy Professor at the world famous Université de La
Sorbonne, he is wealthy, married and academically acclaimed. On
his sixtieth birthday, however, Alan’s life will crumble as Elisabeth,
a beautiful young student, claims she received a vision from God
that he is to impregnate her with the second-coming of John the
Baptist. As Alan gives himself up to the wild forces bullying him
through life, he engages on a spiritual journey that challenges his
very "reality." Everything once true is proven to be false. Everything
once false is proven to be true. One of the most compelling and
personal works by legendary international comics superstars
Moebius and Alexandro Jodorowsky ("The Incal").
Before The Incal - Before The Incal Vol. 1-6 - Digital Omnibus
May 11 2021 The adventures of a young John Difool before he
became the most famous Sci-Fi anti-hero.
Final Incal - The Final Incal Vol. 1-3 - Digital Omnibus Feb 08
2021 Jodorowsky and Mœbius’s internationally bestselling Sci-Fi
saga THE INCAL comes to its phenomenal finale!
Croot Oct 16 2021 The adventures of a young John Difool before
he became the most famous Sci-Fi anti-hero.
The Metabarons Oct 24 2019 A must-read cult spin-off of "The
Incal," by Moebius and Jodorowsky, centering around the
fascinating lineage of the ultimate warrior. This collection

introduces the Metabaron’s bloodline and reveals the origins of their
deep-seated principles. Find out the source of the family’s vast
wealth, learn why every Metabaron has cybernetic implants, and
why the only way to become the next Metabaron is for him to defeat
his own father in a mortal combat. Follow each successive
generation as it struggles to overcome the forces amassed against it
in a galaxy corrupted by greed, power, and terror. A true classic in
the pantheon of graphic storytelling and Science Fiction as a whole.
Farewell, Father Jan 07 2021 The adventures of a young John
Difool before he became the most famous Sci-Fi anti-hero.
Son of the Gun Apr 29 2020 When an abandoned baby, sporting a
tail, is rescued from a South American rubbish bin by a dwarf
transvestite prostitute, you know you’re reading a story that only the
mad genius of Alejandro Jodorowsky ("The Incal," "The
Metabarons") could conceive! The child grows up to become Juan
Solo, a vicious gangster and political enforcer, whose savagery sees
him quickly rise through the ranks. Until his past catches up to
him…
Lightstep #1 Jul 01 2020 January Lee is of royal descent, part of the
ruling class that lives out their lives on accelerated, ''Lightstepped''
worlds where a single day is a lifetime on a normal planet. But her
''holy ailment,'' which allows her to see the truth behind the
Primogenitor's lies, marks her for banishment to the outer worlds.
This is the beginning of a fantastic tale of alien worlds, a starspanning empire, and rogues and rebels seeking a weapon hidden in
the transmission of a radio drama from Earth thousands of years
ago.
Deconstructing the Jodoverse Mar 29 2020 Visionary author,
filmmaker, and philosopher Alejandro Jodorowsky has created —
along with some of the world’s most singular and talented sequential
artists — an incredible Sci-Fi universe, full of love, revenge,
intrigue, betrayal, and redemption: THE JODOVERSE. The
Jodoverse’s two cornerstone series are The Incal and The

Metabarons, which together have sold over 5 million copies
worldwide. This deluxe box set (two oversized books in one deluxe
slipcase box) will be limited at 1500 numbered copies. Book 1 will
contain the reference guide on The Incal, Deconstructing the Incal,
which lifts the veil on many of the mysteries and secrets
surrounding the seminal science-fiction graphic novel. This
encyclopedic reference book is packed with fascinating insights
from the creators, Jodorowsky and Mœbius, alongside revealing text
and rare and unseen preliminary illustrations. The book will also
contain the original 56 pages drawn by Mœbius of the unfinished
first version of the sequel story (After The Incal). Book 2 will
feature the second reference guide to the Jodoverse, Deconstructing
the Metabarons, focused on unveiling the secrets of the universe's
fiercest warrior clan: the Metabarons. Book 2 will also include
Weapons of the Metabarons, the seminal series' spin-off story
recounting how the mightiest warrior in the universe built his
arsenal of war and featuring A-list comics star Travis Charest's
(Wildcats, WildC.A.T.s/X-Men: The Golden Age, and Star Wars
comics covers) interpretation of The Metabarons' mythology.
Dune: House Atreides #12 Aug 02 2020 Now the 81st Padishah
Emperor of the Known Universe and imbued with the entire power
of the Imperium, Shaddam will decide the fate of newly crowned
Duke Leto Atreides. But his decision will inadvertently cement the
genocidal hatred of Baron Harkonnen for House Atreides!
The Metabarons - The Metabarons Vol. 1-8 - Digital Omnibus Sep
03 2020 A grand scale space opera about family, sacrifice, and
survival told within an immense universe, both in scope and
originality.
Chronicles Of Hate Feb 26 2020 In a world where the sun is frozen
and the moon burns, an unlikely hero rises to free the Earth Mother
from her chains. His path lies in shadows, his enemies' legion.
The Incal: #1. Orphan of the city shaft Oct 28 2022 The Complete
adventures of John Difool continue as the investigation into the

mysterious birth rate in the Red Ring continues. In this volume,
John stumbles across several overwhelming obstacles including the
involvement of the Prez, the robocops, and the Techno pope in a
grand conspiracy, becoming a professional detective and falling in
love. If all of this wasn't enough, this volume of the series also
features tons of actions and the deaths of several characters. A mustread chapter in one of the most acclaimed sci-fi stories in the world.
Before The Incal Jan 19 2022 We are instantly plunged back into the
unique atmosphere of the world of "The Incal," as we witness John
Difool's search for his identity and his origins, his first meeting with
Deepo, and the appearance of many of the series' key characters,
such as the Metabaron or Diavaloo.
Honorata Jul 21 2019 A grand scale space opera about family,
sacrifice, and survival told within an immense universe, both in
scope and originality.
The Green Lantern Season Two Vol. 1 Dec 26 2019 Eisner-Award
winning author Grant Morrison and artist Liam Sharp continue their
bold and imaginative take on the Green Lantern! Following the
Blackstar incursion, Hal Jordan and the Green Lanterns must put the
world back together after the battles that weakened the GL Corps to
less than a shadow of what it once was. Hal’s next mission is his
most critical...he needs to find the Young Guardians, the next
generation of cosmic immortals. Will Hal be able to find the new
heroes the world needs? Or will threats like Hyperman and
Hyperwoman and the Anti-Matter Lantern Corps keep him from
completing his mission? Collects Green Lantern: Blackstars #1-3
and The Green Lantern Season Two #1-6.
Final Incal Aug 22 2019 Visionary storyteller, Jodorowsky, returns
to the epic mythology he created with the late Moebius over 30
years ago. This volume concludes the spiritual space adventures of
everyman, John DiFool, as the universe faces the threat of an alldevouring metallic virus. The book contains both the original,
unfinished After the Incal drawn by Moebius, as well as the

complete 3-volume series, Final Incal illustrated by Ladronn.
Deconstructing The Incal Aug 14 2021 Deconstructing The Incal
lifts the veil on many of the mysteries and secrets surrounding the
seminal science-fiction graphic novel, which has become the
cornerstone of the Jodoverse.This encyclopedic reference book, is
packed with fascinating insights from The Incal's creators,
Jodorowsky and Mœbius, alongside revealing text, and rare and
unseen preliminary illustrations.
Gorgo The Foul Dec 18 2021 Jodorowsky and Mœbius’s
internationally bestselling Sci-Fi saga THE INCAL comes to its
phenomenal finale!
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